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There is a quiet revolution underway in a previously sleepy segment of
the transport sector: the electrification of municipal buses and other
intra-city vehicles. As McKinsey reported last October, the compound
annual growth rate of battery-electric buses has exceeded 100 percent since 2013—
surpassing that of every other electric vehicle segment. Investing in battery-electric
buses—as well as other high-use vehicles, such as e-delivery trucks—is an effective way
for IFC to move the needle on air quality and greenhouse emissions from urban
transportation. The opportunity is massive, and IFC has the capacity to fast-track
implementation. It’s time to hit the accelerator.

CONVERGING FACTORS
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● Economics: This is where it gets a bit tricky. City
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NOT SO FAST…

available for urban fleets that is often unavailable in

For those who say that "this is too good to be true,"

IFC’s target markets. For cash-strapped

you’re right—for now. Behind the PowerPoints and

municipalities in emerging markets, electric vehicles

glossy presentations about utopian carbon-free urban

have to stand on their own from an economic

transit, there are still many practical challenges. Some

perspective. With this in mind, many municipalities

of the most critical barriers are the following:

are experimenting with business models and the
allocation of risk between operators, asset owners,

● Institutional: Altering the composition of urban fleets

and even utilities in a way that attracts debt and

will ultimately rely on the willingness of city officials

equity. IFC teams have been poring through e-bus
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America) for solutions, but for now, we are just

with relatively uncomplicated diesel systems will not
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be easy converts, especially while the upfront cost
differential is high. Successful implementation of
electric bus systems, for example, requires a systemic

WHY NOW?

effort built on political support, inter-agency

A cocktail of technology, investment, and scale in

cooperation, technical capacity, and smart public

electric buses (and other high-use intra-city electric

outreach—not easy for the risk-averse public official.

vehicles) will soon reach a point where reliability and
cost advantages create the death spiral for internal

● Technology: Electric vehicles are still expensive
compared to diesel. To make matters more

combustion engines. Superior technology and declining

challenging, some early efforts to implement

costs will eventually overwhelm the old, static, diesel-

battery-electric bus programs have met with range

driven transportation paradigm.

and performance issues driven by factors that sap

IFC has the advisory and investment capacity to move

battery range, including frequent stops, hills,

this along. It’s time to hit the accelerator.

heating, and air conditioning. It is a matter of time
before e-buses become the preferred option on all
routes, but we are not there yet. If electrics are
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going to take-off, transit agencies and operators will
need to get down the learning curve on things like
battery management, charging infrastructure, and
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electricity supply.
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● Financial: China has a massive head start in putting
electric buses on the road, but the Chinese model
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has been driven by lavish state support. OECD
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governments also make substantial funding
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